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Abstract— Conventional stir casting process has 

been employed for decades to produce 

discontinuous particle reinforced metal matrix 

composites. This review paper is on the method 

of stir casting and process parameters of stir 

casting. We have also discussed recent works on 

stir casting process. Stir casting is generally 

accepted as a particularly promising route 

among the variety of manufacturing process 

available for Metal Matrix Composite (MMC). 

The limitations of the process are also discussed 

in this paper. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, the works on composite material 

has moved towards the growing requirement for the 

product having excellent quality along with low 

cost. Now days various engineering applications go 

on increasing which enables the modern 

developments of advanced engineering materials. 

The most reliable solutions for such requirement 

are composite materials. Stir casting is one of the 

process which helps to develop metal matrix 

composite with a high production at a very low 

cost. It is also known as ‘vortex technique’. It is 

most commercially, economic and effortless 

adopted technique. In 1968 S. Ray for the first time 

stirred the PAMMCs, where aluminia (Al2O3) 

particles are introduced into molten aluminium by 

mechanical stirring [1]. 

Stir Casting process 

Stir Casting is mostly used for the manufacturing 

of particle reinforced MMCs. It is cost effective a 

simple process. Its simplicity, flexibility and low 

cost high production advantages makes it most 

preferred process. The basic concept of this process 

is that the reinforcement materials are directly 

added to the molten metal and then the particles are 

uniformly distributed by means of mechanical 

stirring. To achieve the best result reinforced 

material must be evenly distributed in the matrix 

material [2]. It has been reported by many authors 

that the increase in strength of composite is due to 

smaller size of reinforcement particle. The 

mechanical properties like hardness, impact and 

strength are increasing when grit size of 

reinforcement of SiC particle increase. In 

comparison to competitive methods, cost of 

preparing composite materials using casting 

method is about one third to half [3]. 

In this process reinforcement are usually in the 

power form, which is homogeneously mixed in the 

molten metal with the help of mechanical stirring. 

Since generally in comparison to matrix materials 

the ceramic reinforcement materials have higher 

density. So if not mixed properly, the 

reinforcement material will move towards bottom. 

The mechanical stirring process is used for mixing 

the molten metal and the reinforcement in the 

furnace in this process. The resulting mixture is 

then used to make desired shape. 

The distribution of the particles in the molten 

matrix depends on the geometry of stirrer, stirring 

parameters, stirrer position, melting temperature 

and the characteristics of the particle added [4]. 

Recent developments in stir casting are a two step 

mixing process. In this, the matrix material once 

heated above its liquids temperature and then 

cooled down to a point between liquids and solidus. 

Then preheated particles are mixed and this 

mixture will again heated to liquid state so that the 

mixture can mixed thoroughly [5]. 

 

 

 
Fig 1: schematic diagram of stir casting process 
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2. PROCESS PARAMETERS 

There are various process parameters if they 

properly controlled can lead to the improved 

characteristics in composite material. 

 Stirrer speed: - It is an important 

parameter as it is necessary to help in 

promoting wet ability. It provides bonding 

between matrix and reinforcement. 

Stirring speed controls the flow pattern. 

Flow pattern should be in controlled 

turbulence because parallel flow will not 

help in proper mixing [5]. 

 Stirring temperature:-  The change of 

viscosity will affect the particle 

distribution in the matrix. If increase the 

processing temperature viscosity of liquid 

will decrease with increasing holding 

time. So it is also an important parameter 

for better result. It has a relation to the 

melting temperature of matrix [6]. 

 Stirring time:- The stirring time(holding 

time) between is considered as important 

factor in the processing of casting. If the 

holding time is less the particles will be 

distributed uniformly in the matrix. At 

higher temperature with more holding 

time more particles cluster are found in 

the composite bar. It promotes uniform 

equal distribution of the particles in the 

liquid and to make perfect bond between 

reinforcement and matrix [4][5]. 

 Preheat and feed rate:-  Preheat helps to 

remove the entrapped gases from mould 

which helps to prevent porosity. 

Preheating in reinforcement helps to 

remove impurities. Feed rate must be 

uniform for good quality. If it is non 

uniform it promotes clustering of particles 

due to this at some places in turn enhances 

the porosity [4]. 

3. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Suman kant and Ajay singh verma{ISSN 0973-

1881 volume 12(2017)}  in their article elaborated 

the lastest trend in stir casting process to fabricate 

different types of PMMCs. They suggested stir 

casting is the simplest and cheapest way to 

fabricate the metal matrix composite. Two step and 

electromagnetic stir casting process improves the 

homogenity of particles during fabrication[1]. Arun 

k. sharma, Rakesh bhandari, Amit aherwar, 

Camelia bretotean( material today 2020) described 

about the liquid fabrication process by using stir 

casting. They also discussed factors that can affect 

the process. They found the main issue in stir 

casting is to get satisfactory wetting. The widely 

reported isssue of standardized particle distribution, 

porosity, wettability, particle cluster, which can be 

controled by optimization parameters [2] Shubham 

Mathur and Alok Barnawal(IJSR,ISSN:2319-7069 

vol .2 issue 12, Dec-2013) discussed about the 

effect of process parameters of stir casting process 

on MMC. They made a modest attempt to develope 

aluminium based silicon carbide particulate MMC. 

They found that Hardness, Impact and Tensile 

strtength can increased by increasing grit size of 

SiC[3]. Pradeep Sharma, Gulshan Chauhan and 

Neeraj Sharma(ISSN:2231-5608  vol.2 isssue 1) 

studied about stir casting process, its parameters 

and difficulties encountered in the process of 

AMC. The most important parameters to be 

considered are holding temperature, stirring speed, 

size of impeller and the position of impeller. They 

observed that by increasing mould temperature, we 

can improve soundness of casting [4]. Rajesh 

Kumar, Gangaram Bhandare and Parshuram 

Sonawane (IJEAT, ISSN:2249-8958, vol.3, issue-2, 

Dec-2013) presented an overview on stir casting, 

process parameters and preparation of AMC 

material by using aluminium as matrix form and 

SiC. They found that full liquid condition it is 

difficult to uniform distribution of the 

reinforcement in the molten metal. Preheating 

reduces porosity [5]. S. Naher, D. Brabazon, L. 

Looney (Journal of materials processing 

technology 143-144(2013) 567-571) discussed 

about the simulation of stir casting process. 

Simulation involves visualisation of experiments. 

They found that higher blade angles and viscosity 

reduced the particulate dispersion time. The height 

of stirrer is also an important factor for the 

distribution time of the SiC [6]. G. Madhoo and M. 

Shilpa (IJARMET, vol 1, issue 2, March 2017, 

ISBN 978-1-63535-889-6) described the 

application of Taguchi’s orthogonal array approch 

for the optimization of parameters of stir casting 

technique. This method is used to improve the 

quality of all the manufactured goods in a=the 

industries. They found that by the use of this 

method number of experiments reduced from 81 to 

25[7]. Mohit Kumar Sahu and Raj Kumar Sahu 

(Trans Indian Inst Met DOI 10.1007/s12666-017-
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1119-5) used the Stir casting process to produce 

Hybrid aluminium matrix composites (HAMCs). 

Taguchi’s method is used for the optimization of 

process parameters. They revealed that blade angle, 

impeller size and sirring speed are significant 

factors that affect the distribution of reinforcement 

in stir casting of HAMC [8]. M. Sarvana Kumar, S 

Rashia Begum and M Vasumathi (Mater. Res. 

Express 6(2016)1065d4) studied to obtain uniform 

particle distribution in MMCs by Stir casting 

method. SiC and Al8081 are used as reinforcement 

and matrix material respectively. They found 

overall strength of the composites depends on the 

distribution of particles. Wear rate of the Al-SiC 

composite decreases with increase in the 

percentage o SiC particles [9]. Tony Thomas.A, 

Parmeshwaran.R, Muthukrishnan. A, Arvind 

kumaran. M (Procedia Materials Science 5(2014) 

1182-1191)  their objective was manufacturing of 

Aluminium alloy(LM6)-SiC particle reinforced 

MMC by sir casting method. They focused on 

designing, fabricating and testing different stirrers 

and feeders and utilizing them in stir casting [10]. 

A. Chennakesava Reddy(5th national confrence on 

materials and manufacturing process) used 

AA5050/TiO2alloy MMC to fabricate using stir 

casting and analysed tensile peoperties in the 

presence of porosity. With the imcrease in 

TiO2particle in AA5050 alloy matrix containing 

porosity, desity of aa5050/TiO2 has been increased 

[11]. K.L. Tee, L. Lu and M.O. Lai (Journal of 

materials processing technology 89-90(1999)513-

519), they synthesized Al base composite 

reinforced by in situ TiB2 particulates by stir 

casting. There was a 60% improvement in tensile 

and yield strengths accompanied by 18% in 

modulus. Gas stirring was sufficient to provide a 

uniform distribution [12]. D. Brabazon, D.J. 

Browne and A.J. Carr ( Materials science and engg 

A326(2002) 370-381), Mechanical stir casting of 

aluminium alloy from mushy state. In controlled 

experiments, stir cast A356 alloy showed 

significant improvement in mechanical properties 

and reduced porosity [13]. S. Soltani, R. Azari, 

Z.Y. Jiang and D. Brabazon (DOI 

10.1007s125989-015-0565-7), they used stir 

casting process for the manufacturing of Al-SiC 

composites as it is an economical process for 

fabrication. They found detachment of ceramics in 

some areas if ceramic particles were not stirred for 

suitable time. For better wettability Mg was aid as 

wetting agent [14]. H.R. Ezatpour, S.A. Sajjadi, 

M.H. Sabzevar and Y. Huang (Materials and 

Design 55(2014)921-928), they fabricated 

AA6061-nanocomposite by stir casting. They 

investigated the effects of adding nano-alumina 

particles to AA6061. It is found that 

nanocomposites shows fine grain microstructure 

with high porosity. Use of extrusion helps for 

homogenous dispersion throughout the matrix of 

nano-Al2O3 [15]. M.H. Jokhio, M.I.  Panwar and 

M.A.  Unar (Mehran university. Research Journal 

of Engineering and tech. vol 30, no.1, Jan 

2011(ISSN 0254-7821)), conducted a research to 

investigate the effect of elemental metal such as 

Cu-Zn-Mg in aluminium matrix on mechanical 

propertis of stir casting Al composite materials. 

Porosity in stir casting increases with increase in 

Al2O3. Overall mechanical properties can be 

improved by precipitation hardning process in 

aluminium matrix [16]. Bhaskar C. Kandpal, 

Jatinder Kumar and Hari Singh (Materials 

Today:proceedings 5(2018) 5-10), talked about 

manufacturing and technological challenges in stir 

casting of metal matrix composites. They used 

Al2O3 as metal matrix and SiC as reinforcement. 

They analysed and uses may process such as- 

Liquid phase process, solid-liquid process, 

deposition technique and in situ process for 

manufacturing MMC. And found stir casting as 

most cost effective [17]. Ulhas K. Annigeri and 

G.B. Veeresh Kumar (Materials today:proceedings 

4(2017) 1140-1146), among the variety of 

manufacturing processes, stir casting is most 

widely used technique. They gave a review on 

method of stir casting of Aluminium MMCs. With 

the proper process parameter controls we can get 

best results [18]. Ashish Kumar, R.C. Singh and 

Rajiv Chaudhary (Materials today:procedings 21, 

1453-1457, 2020), reviewed about the substantial 

aspects of stir casting and future research potential 

in the develpoment of composites. Growing 

industries better properties materials at low 

costs.fabrication of Al by stir casting is economical 

and noticeable technique so it has more future 

possible research opportunities [19]. J. Hashim, L. 

Looney and M.S.J. Hashim (Journal of materials 

processing technology 92-93 (1999) 1-7), discussed 

about the MMCs production by stir casting process. 

They stated method is very potentially cost 

effective but widespread adoption is dependent on 

a satisfactory resolution of the technical difficulties 

presented [20]. 
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4. DISCUSSION 

From a decade, stir casting process is being used 

for production of particle reinforced metal matrix 

composites. As per the researcher’s the main 

problem in this process is getting adequate wetting 

of reinforced particles and getting a homogenous 

scattering of reinforced particles. This also in some 

cases can control by adding Mg as wetting agent. 

The wide range application of AMCs such as- 

marine, defence, automotive, aerospace and heat 

prone areas always promotes the new 

developments works in this area. In comparison to 

other fabrication process, stir casting process is 

most economical and easiest way as per 

researchers. So it encourages researchers for new 

developments and ways for better results and 

increased AMCs properties. Majority of authors 

fabricated the composites by stir casting process 

with different reinforcements like SiC, Al2O3, fly 

ash, ground nut and rice husk ash. Stir casting is 

also used in the manufacturing of Hybrid 

aluminium matrix composites, which are capable to 

meet recent demands of advanced engineering 

application. An advanced and recent development 

of typical stir casting method is two-step stir 

casting. The requirement for better properties of 

metal matrix composites will always lead towards 

more advanced casting processes. 

 

5.  CONCLUSION 

Processing variables such as holding temperature, 

stirring time, and stirring speed, size of impeller 

and position of impeller all affect the 

manufacturing of MMCs by stir casting process. 

The major problem of this process is to obtain 

sufficient wetting of particle by liquid metal and to 

get a homogenous dispersion of the ceramic 

particles. But because of its low cost high 

production advantage in comparison to other 

process makes it mostly preferable. Recent 

interesting development in stir casting is a two step 

mixing process.  
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